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1.

PURPOSE

This report summarizes information and references used in developing
regulatory guidance* on programs for the bioassay of tritium and provides
information that may be useful to applicants and licensees in planning and
conducting bioassay programs for tritium.
Any guidance in this document related to information collection activities
has been cleared under OMB Clearance No. 3150-0014.
2.

GENERAL GUIDES ON INTERNAL DOSE LEVELS REQUIRING MONITORING

Advisory and regulatory bodies have taken similar positions regarding the
need for monitoring radiation workers potentially exposed to external penetrating radiation (Refs. 1, pp. 84-85; 2; 3). NRC regulations (Ref. 3) require that
appropriate personnel dosimeters be provided if there is a likelihood of
receiving within a calendar quarter a dose equivalent (DE) in excess of 25% of
the quarterly maximum permissible dose. The International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP) suggests monitoring at 0.3 of the annual limit
(Ref.2), which is about the same dose level, if averaged over time. Current
NRC regulations (Ref. 3) are somewhat more conservative; for a whole body
exposure, which is generally assumed in the case of an exposure to tritium
gas** or tritiated water, this number is 25% of 5/4 rem, or 0.3 rem per
quarter.
Thus this DE (0.3 rem) is believed to be a reasonable guide number on
which to base the need for a bioassay program. About 3 mCi of tritiated water
assimilated into the body tissue of a standard man will give this DE (or 1.8 mCi
using an RBE*** of 1.7 rather than 1 (Refs. 4-6)). This is consistent for our
purposes with the derived investigation level of 1.5 mCi intake, which would
deliver 0.25 rem with a quality factor (Q) of 1.7, as recommended in ICRP
Reports 10 and 1OA (Refs. 4, 7). Although the ICRP has used Q = 1 in recent
publications, a review of radiobiological literature since the initial ICRP
adoption of Q = I indicates many experimental results suggesting a larger Q
(Ref. 6). Thus, Q = 1.7 is retained in many installations in the United States
as a more conservative factor consistent with ALARA (as low as reasonably
achievable) principles.
*A draft regulatory guide, Task OP 713-4, "Applications of Bioassay for
Tritium," was issued for comment in
**Immersion doses, with the skin as the critical organ, are not considered
here, since the relative radiotoxicity used for tritium gas in structuring
Table 1 has been chosen conservatively to assume that 0.1% tritiated water
may be present. Reference 8 provides guidance for cases in which tritium
gas might contain higher amounts of tritium oxide.
***RBE stands for relative biological effectiveness-of a given dose in rads for
any type of radiation compared to the effectiveness (for a defined biological
endpoint) of the same dose from x-rays of specified standard quality. Since
RBE varies with so many biological and physical factors, the term "quality
factor," designated by Q, has more recently been adopted for use in applied
radiation protection to represent conservative corrections for variations in
RBE of a specified type of radiation.
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Table 1
ACTIVITY LEVELS OR CONCENTRATIONSa ABOVE WHICH
TRITIUM BIOASSAY PROGRAMS SHOULD BE PROVIDED
b
HTO and Other Tritiated
Compounds (Including
Nucleotide Precursors)

Tritium (HT or T2 )
Gas in Sealed d
Process Vessels

HTO Mixed with More
Than 10 kg of Inert
H2 0 or Other
Substances

Processes in open room or bench with
possible escape of tritium from
process vessels

0.1 Ci

100 Ci

0.01 Ci/kg

Processes with possible escape of
tritium carried out within a fume
hood of adequate design, face velocity, and performance reliability

1 Ci

1000 Ci

0.1 Ci/kg

Processes carried out within
gloveboxes that are ordinarily
closed but with possible release of
tritium from process vessels and
occasional exposure to contaminated
box and box leakage

10 Ci

10,000 Ci

1 Ci/kg

Types of operation

aQuantities present (<10 kg) may be considered to be either the amount processed by an individual at any one
time (when accidental intake is more likely) or the amount of activity that entered into the process
(throughput) during any one month (when routine handling of repeated batches is the more likely source of
exposure).
Concentrations in the right-hand column may be used when activity in process is always diluted
in more than 10 kg of other reagents, as in nuclear reactor coolant systems.
bHTO is a symbol for a water molecule in which a tritium atom (T) is present in place of a normal hydrogen
atom (H).
cA molecule of hydrogen gas contains two hydrogen atoms.

Either one of these atoms may be replaced with T

to form HT, or two T atoms may combine to form T2 gas.
dThis assumes that adequate air monitoring has established that there is no tritium leakage or that no
significant amount of tritium gas can be converted to HTO before intake.

3.

PROBABILITIES OF INTAKE AND LEVELS IN PROCESS REQUIRING BIOASSAY

The need for tritium bioassay of employees depends in general on many
interrelated factors such as the nature and amount of tritium in process at any
time, the types of processing, the extent of other safeguards or facilities
provided to prevent occupational exposures, and the probabilities that significant quantities of tritium may be inhaled or ingested with the particular
materials, procedures, and facilities involved (Refs. 9-11). Thus, the choice
of an optimum combination of safeguards, including bioassay, is a complex
problem and should be carried out by the laboratory supervisor in consultation
with a professional health physicist experienced in tritium operations.
However,
experience (Refs. 5, 12-16) with the processing and use of tritium in various
forms suggests that the probability of intake is such that bioassays should be
performed on persons working regularly with amounts greater than those in
Table 1.* For amounts less than those in Table 1, a determination of the need
for bioassay may be based on the information summarized in this report and the
references cited.
In attempting to derive the tritium activities handled or in process that
would have an appreciable probability of resulting in an intake of 3 mCi T2 0
or HTO** per quarter, one is immediately confronted with a variety of parameters that affect the derivation.
In many cases, these parameters cannot be
estimated satisfactorily. Moreover, the potential for a serious accidental
exposure is very difficult to assess even when all the conditions are factored
in and impossible when conditions are only vaguely or generally defined. For
these reasons, some conservatism must be built into such estimates. Thus,
conservative assumptions regarding credible accidents together with the
experience of bioassay programs in routine operation in various installations
have been used to estimate the activity levels in process or introduced into
process over a calendar quarter that call for bioassay according to Table 1.
Some of the experience relating activity processed to intake is given in
References 9, 15, and 16. This experience and other information in the
references cited may be helpful in deciding when bioassay should be provided
for operations in the range of 0.1 to 1 times the values in Table 1 (see
Item b of Regulatory Position 1 in the draft regulatory guide).
The levels of operation with tritiated water above which bioassay checks
or routine evaluations have been carried out may vary considerably between
institutions (Refs. 9, 13).
In some instances, there is evidence that requirements have been too stringent and have resulted in unnecessary costs for more
analyses than a safe surveillance program needs (Ref. 13).
In other cases, the
lack of a suitable bioassay program at an early date may have been partly
responsible for serious overexposures (Ref. 14).
In one reference, levels of
operation above 10 curies of HTO in volatile or dispersible form have been
suggested to require consideration of at least occasional bioassay whenever
the material in process is in a volatile or readily dispersible form and there
is a possibility of its release and inhalation; this 10-curie level was
*Table 1 of this report is identical with Table 1 of Draft Regulatory Guide
OP 713-4, "Applications of Bioassay for Tritium."
**T represents tritium, an isotope of hydrogen.
Either one or two T atoms can
substitute for hydrogen in a water molecule to form T2 0 or HTO, respectively.
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obtained partly by considering experience with plutonium and scaling up
quantities eight orders of magnitude according to the relative dose per unit
activity inhaled (Ref. 9).
However, experience has shown that tritium as HTO
can also penetrate certain protective gloves and be taken in through the skin
unless gloves are washed frequently (Ref. 5, pp. 190-210).
Also, incidents
with smaller quantities of tritium have yielded measurable exposures that some
institutions believe should be recorded for radiation monitoring purposes, even
though these instances are rare and the cumulative exposures are small (Ref. 15).
Experience from accidental releases does indicate, however, that the
probability of intake by inhalation would generally be much less than 10-5 of
the material in process (Refs. 15-18). Assuming protection of hands and forearms in the case of tritium, these values from operational experience should
also set a practical upper limit to the fraction of tritium inhaled compared
t6 material in process. On the other hand, since tritium as HTO can readily be
taken up through skin or inhaled (Ref. 19) and the intake of only about 5 mCi
could produce 1 rem (using Q = 1.7), many installations have performed routine
bioassay at this level or below for open operations with little or no additional
containment. There is considerable opinion (Ref. 13) that bioassay services,
at least on a sampling basis, should be considered at open-bench levels of
operation above 10 mCi per worker in process and should generally be required
above 100 mCi in process in order to achieve ALARA exposures unless the nature
of the operation ensures additional containment or sufficent dilution with
other process materials.
Some experience (Ref. 15) with concentrations of
tritium diluted in large volumes has also been used to establish bioassay
criteria in Table 1 that are applicable to nuclear reactor workers.
In any
event, the values in Table 1 for activity levels in process above which a
bioassay program for tritium is considered necessary are thus believed to be
sufficiently low to make it unlikely that (with biweekly sampling) dose
commitments exceeding 300 mrem per quarter (averaged over body water) would go
undetected. Also, these criteria would not generally be considered unduly
burdensome by most health physicists experienced in tritium monitoring (Ref.
13), particularly since Regulatory Position 4.2 of the regulatory guide permits
converting to a quarterly sampling frequency if bioassay data and other
monitoring indicate a low potential for tritium intake by the worker.
4.

RELATIVE RADIOTOXICITY AND HAZARD OF VARIOUS COMPOUNDS

Recent reviews of the literature on the acute and chronic effects of
tritium at the human, animal, tissue, cellular, and subcellular levels reveal
that it is possible to assign ranges to the effectiveness of various tritiated
compounds, HT or T2 gas, and tritiated DNA precursors* relative to HTO in
producing the various biological endpoints investigated (Refs. 6; 20; 21,
pp. 45-52; 22; 23). The following tentative and conservative selection of
"radiotoxicities" relative to HTO was made in 1977 for purposes of interim
internal NRC guidance (Ref. 20): 1 for non-DNA precursors other than tritium
gas, 10 for tritium organic compounds that are precursors to nucleotides that
can be incorporated into DNA, and 1,000-1 for tritium gas ensured to be free of
*A molecule in one of the natural biochemical pathways that contains some
tritium in place of hydrogen and that will end up in the deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) molecules that constitute part of the genetic material of a cell.
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HTO or T2 0. For reasons given below, the relative toxicity of nucleotide precursors has now been taken as I relative to HTO. With this conservative
selection (on the safe side) of relative radiotoxicity and experience with the
actual human intakes of tritium from various types of processes (Refs. 5, 14-19),
criteria have been developed in the regulatory guide for judging the need for
bioassay monitoring of personnel handling various forms of tritium. Experience
since 1977 with the interim guidance, comments from licensees and inspectors,
more recent reviews and recommendations of professional and scientific groups
(Refs. 6, 21-23), and information collected in drafting standards for tritium
bioassay (Refs. 8, 20, 24-28) suggested the need for a revision of the interim
guidance and its publication in the form of a regulatory guide.
The relative value for nucleotide precursors has been changed from 10
to 1 based partly on recent ICRP and NCRP reviews (Refs. 21-23). These reviews
show that only a small fraction of a nucleotide precursor inhaled or ingested
results in tritium-labeled DNA in cells. Only one-eighth of ingested 3 H-thymidine
survives catabolism and crosses the gut as thymidine (Ref. 21, p. 46); only
0.2% will end up in DNA and about 0.9% in other organic fractions, including
those excreted in urine (Ref. 21).
Furthermore, although large theoretical
doses to cell nuclei may be calculated for relatively small amounts of activity,
a review of radiobiological literature will show that endpoint effects per unit
activity administered to animals are not significantly more frequent or severe
than effects from intake of HTO.
Furthermore, the nucleotide precursors are
not likely to be involved in chemical processes that produce forms as volatile
as HTO (Ref. 8, p. 11) and are thus not found to be as much of a hazard to the
worker as previously believed. Thus it was possible to simplify Table 1 by
including HTO and all organics in the same category. This decision is consistent
for nucleotide precursors with the judgment of the Canadian group (Ref. 8,
p. 11) developing tritium bioassay guidance, but Table 1 has been made much
simpler (and slightly more conservative in some instances) than the Canadian
approach.
5.

CALCULATION OF DOSES AND INTAKES FROM BIOASSAY DATA

This section includes information and references that may be helpful in
providing licensees with immediate interpretations of tritium bioassay data for
purposes of determining the potential importance of internal exposures or
for determining compliance with NRC regulations and license conditions.
In
the case of exposure to tritium oxide (both forms of tritiated water, T2 0 and
HTO, will hereafter be abbreviated HTO), analytical sensitivities and data are
available for calculating from bioassay data the internal doses to soft tissue
or the tritium intakes. Uncertainties arise mainly from the selection of the
appropriate quality factor (Q) and the assumed times of intake when the exact
times of exposure are not known.
However, these uncertainties are usually
smaller than for other nuclides. A brief summary of information on Q (or RBE)
is given in Section 5.1. Various mathematical formulations and computer programs
for minimizing uncertainties due to different time patterns of intake are available in the literature.
In the case of tritium gas (elemental tritium) or tritiated compounds other
than HTO, dose and intake calculations may have larger uncertainties owing to
greater variability and uncertainty in deposition, uptake, and elimination from
the body. The equations for quantitative calculations contain parameters selected
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to bias the calculations in the safer direction whenever uncertainties may be
large. At the same time, information and references are given so that more
exact calculations may be made when necessary parameters and exposure conditions
are better known.
5.1

Selection of Q (Quality Factor, Formerly QF)

The original ICRP/NCRP recommendations (Ref. 29) used in formulating the
NRC regulatory limits of exposure to airborne or waterborne radionuclides
recommended an RBE (now designated Q when used as a single value for radiation
protection purposes) of 1.7 for exposure of tissue to tritium beta rays, which
are of very low energy (see physical data in Table 2). Subsequent ICRP reports
continued to use Q = 1.7 until 1969 (Ref. 30). Despite the ICRP recommendation
in effect to use a Q of 1 instead of the previously recommended value of 1.7
for tritium beta radiation, some radiobiological evidence at low dose rates in
recent years has suggested that a Q greater than 1 relative to gamma ray
effects is appropriate (Refs. 6, 20).
Human data are not available to
distinguish between these two values, and many references and inquiries have
shown that action levels and dose calculations in use in the United States for
radiation protection purposes are still following derived urinary excretion
values based on a Q of 1.7 (Refs. 5, pp. 190-210; 12; 20). A Q of 1 may be
more appropriate for estimating the potential for acute biological effects at
higher doses, as suggested by the animal data (Refs. 20, 23), but a more recent
experiment with rats resulted in an LDs 0 at 4 days of 1.86 and 3.72 kilorads
for HTO and gamma rays, respectively (Ref. 31), as well as Q values greater
than one for other macroscopic biological endpoints.
Considering the human and animal data available, the probable variation
within a range of 1 to 3 of Q with dose rate and type of effect studied (Refs. 6,
32, 33), the desire for conservatism in establishing standards for radiation
protection (Refs. 6, 32), the estimate that doses to organic long-term
compartments may be up to 1.5 times that calculated for body water (Refs. 6,
34), and the desirability of avoiding unnecessary perturbations in alreadyfunctioning bioassay programs, it seems reasonable to accept the ICRP (Ref. 7,
pp. 29-30) derived investigation level (DIL) of 1.5 mCi intake as representing
a dose commitment of 250 mrem (1.7 x 250 if ICRP had used Q = 1.7) and urinary
elimination rates of 35 pCi/L (initial), 13 pCi/L at 14 days, and 4 PCi/L at
30 days after a single intake (Refs. 7, 35). The action points of 5 pCi/L and
50 pCi/L of Regulatory Position 5 of the draft regulatory guide would then
bracket well these DILs of ICRP-10 and -IOA (Refs. 7, 4). The action point of
5 pCi/L is also consistent with that used by major national laboratories (Ref.
36), and the 50 pCi/L action level is the same as that independently adopted in
Canada (Ref. 8, p. 11) for removal of an employee from work involving potential
for whole body exposure.
The adoption of these DILs for single intake and the above dose commitment
is also quantitatively consistent with the use of the original ICRP (Ref. 29)
maximum permissible continuous body burden of 1 mCi* HTO for a continuous dose
*The actual value of 1.2 mCi, giving a calculated dose rate of 100 mrem/week
to 43 kilograms of body water and resulting in an equilibrium excretion rate
of 28 pCi/L of urine (using a 12-day biological half-life), was rounded off
to 1 in the ICRP Committee II Report (Ref. 29).
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rate of 100 mrem per week to body water, resulting in an equilibrium excretion
rate of 28 pCi/L (Ref. 5).
For the 1959 standard man (Ref. 29), a 1-mCi HTO
burden would be sustained by a continuous 40-hour per week occupational
exposure to an air concentration of 5 x 10-6 mCi/mL as HTO, or 2 x 10-3 mCi/mL
of tritium gas (Ref. 5).
The corresponding drinking water concentration in
equilibrium with 1 mCi in body water would be 0.1 pCi/mL (100 pCi/L), allowing
for loss of water by exhalation (Ref. 29).
These ICRP values are consistent
with the conversion more recently recommended by Moghissi, Patzer, and Carter
(Ref. 35) for calculating environmental dose commitments to populations from
urinary levels of tritium and with the more recent review of Till et al.
(Ref. 6) suggesting that a return to the use of Q = 1.7 would be "more in line
with the current 'conservative' approach to the assessment of dose."
5.2

Dose and Intake Calculations for HTO
5.2.1

Relationships Between Dose Rate and Concentration of Radioactivity

The dose rate to a mass m in grams containing A pCi of radioactivity
is (Ref. 7)
R(t) = 51.2-A rem/day

(1)

m

where & is the effective absorbed energy per disintegration in MeV (z = 0.0057
x 1.7 MeV for tritium*).
The dose rate to water containing C pCi/L of tritium
is, assuming 1 liter = 1000 grams,

R(t) = 51.2 x 0.0057 x 1.7C rem/day
1000

(2)

= 0.50C mrem/day
(This result would be 0.29C mrem/day using Q = 1.)
Tritium oxide (HTO) entering the body by ingestion, inhalation, or skin
absorption quickly becomes uniformly distributed in the body water (Refs. 7; 22,
pp. 65-66; 37; 38). The dose to body water for HTO exposure is a conservative estimate of the overall whole body dose.
ICRP recommended in 1959 the
use of 43 kg of body water as the critical organ for HTO exposure, and that
the dose to this "organ" be added to the whole body dose (Ref. 29).
Since the
kidneys do not discriminate between H2 0, HTO, HDO,** or other water molecules,
the measurement of the concentration of tritium in a urine sample yields an
estimate of the concentration of tritium oxide in body water.
Therefore,
estimates of the HTO dose equivalent rate to whole body water can be obtained
from urine sample measurements.
If the concentration in urine as a function of

*This value was decreased from 0.010 MeV when the ICRP recommended that the
quality factor be lowered from 1.7 to 1.0 for low-energy electrons.
Snyder
et al. use & = 0.0057 MeV for tritium (Ref. 39).
The higher value of Q is
used here for reasons given in Section 5.2.
**HDO represents a water molecule with deuterium (hydrogen-2) replacing one
of the hydrogen atoms.
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time, C(t),

is known, the dose 0 to the body water of an individual in the

interval tl to t 2 can be calculated from
t

t2

2

D(t 1 - t 2 ) = f R(t)dt = 0.50 f C(t)dt mrem
ti

(3)

ti

where times are in days and C(t) is the urine concentration in microcuries of
tritium per liter of urine.
The whole body occupational exposure limit for HTO is 5 rems per year
(Ref. 29). The constant concentration of HTO in body water, and therefore
urine, which if maintained for 50 weeks would result in an annual dose of 5 rems
(Ref. 37), is
D
5000
= 0.50(t 2 - tO) 0.50 x 350 - 28 pCi/L
(4)
which is the "benchmark" urine level still most used in health physics programs
in the United States. This value is 48.5 pCi/L for Q = 1.
The concentration in body water (and urine) following a single intake of
HTO that would ultimately result in the ICRP's recommended investigation level
of one-twentieth of the yearly dose limit (250 mrem) (Ref. 37) is (assuming
tritium oxide is eliminated from the body exponentially)
D/20

(5)

pCi/L

'

0.29 f e- tdt
0

(where 0.29C is the dose rate in rem/day taken from Equation 2 for Q = 1).
With the recommended (Ref. 22, pp. 65-66) half-time (t = ln 2/A) of
10 days, the derived investigation level for tritium in urine is
C

C

5000/20

0.29 x 10/ln 2

-60

Ci/L

(6)

or 35 pCi/L for Q = 1.7.
For individuals subjected to a chronic intake whose last two urine
concentration measurements are C1 and C2 , the average tritium concentration C
in the interval between the times these samples were obtained is
C

= (CI

+

C2 )/2,

where

C1 = C(tl), and
C2 = C(t

2

).

Therefore, the calculated dose Dcal in the interval tI to t 2 may be obtained
from:

9

+C 2 )(t2 -)

mrem

Dcal

0.50CC

5.2.2

Single-Intake Dose Commitment

(7)

If an individual's urine concentration C1 on day tj is above 50 pCi/L and
he is removed from work involving a possible risk of tritium or whole body
exposure, the effective half-time T :f for tritium in this individual may be
determined from urine samples and uhS to estimate more accurately the total
dose from tj on from the formula
D

0.50Cife
ti

dt mrem

(8)

= (0.50Ci/A)e-Xtj

where A = 0.

6 9 3 /T½eff*

For t = 0, Equation 8 simplifies to

D = 0.50C1 /X,
which is the same as 0.50CITmean' where Tmean= 1/ is the mean life of a
tritium atom in the body.
Also,
D = 0.50C1T½eff/ 0 . 6 9 3

(9)

= O. 7 2 ClT½eff
since the mean life is 1/0.693 = 1.44 times the half-life.
The T f = 10 days for reference man may be used for planning or
evaluationhu poses when an individual's follow-up urine samples are not
available. Then, the dose commitment from a single intake giving an initial
urine concentration of 1 pCi/L within 1 to 2 days after exposure may be
estimated as
D = 0.72 x 10 x 1 = 7.2 mrem per pCi/L

(10)

Some real exposure situations consist of a series of single intakes
If the intakes are spaced far enough
occurring on known days of operation.
apart (i.e., 40 or more days), the total dose commitment from all intakes in a
year could be calculated simply by using the conversion factor of Equation 10
and summing all of the total dose commitments calculated from each urine
concentration measurement.
For more frequent or continuous exposures, radioactivity from previous exposure days or periods has not been eliminated to
insignificant levels. In these cases, Equation 7 provides a simple method for
estimating the dose committed during any period between two urine sample
measurements.
Since the effective half-life of HTO in the body is only
10 days, it should be adequate for most radiation protection purposes to
record either total dose commitments or actual internal doses received during
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a particular calendar year. Other more elaborate schemes for computing internal
doses or dose commitments from HTO intakes with various time patterns are
available in the literature (Refs. 37, 40).
Because adoption by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and NRC of
all or part of the more recent ICRP recommendations on internal dose limitation
is under consideration and discussion, it is often necessary to compare results
of internal dose calculations from the old and new methods.
For HTO, the
comparison is relatively simple. The major differences in the calculation of
the internal dose from a given intake are that the dose in ICRP-30 is averaged
over all soft tissue (63,000 g) (Ref. 22, pp. 65-66), rather than only the
body water mass (now 42 kg (Ref. 41) rather than 43 kg (Ref. 29) for reference
man) and Q is taken as 1 rather than 1.7. Since the risk weighting factor for
all soft tissue is the same as that for the whole body in ICRP-30, the new
ICRP weighting procedure has no effect on calculations of internal dose and
annual limit of intake from a pure HTO exposure.
Thus, under the new ICRP recommendations,
of Equation 10 becomes

D(new ICRP) = 13 x
63

the dose commitment calculation

x 7.2
1.7

= 2.9 mrem per pCi/L at t = 0
which, when corrected to SI derived units, is
D(new ICRP)

-

2.9 mrem/(Ci/Lx) 10-3 rem/mrem
100 rem/Sv
3.7 x 104 Bq/pCi

= 7.8 x 10-10 Sv/(Bq/L) at t = 0

(11)

for urine samples taken near the time (t = 0) of a single intake (but after
the concentration of tritium in body water has reached equilibrium).
The relationship between a single intake by inhalation (plus skin absorption) or by oral ingestion and urine concentration may be obtained under the
new ICRP recommendations as follows:
1. An intake of 1 Bq would be rapidly absorbed throughout body water
for any route of intake. For HTO vapor inhaled, an exception exists to the
usual lung model consideration because about 95-100% of inhaled HTO is immediately trapped in lung tissues and distributed by the blood throughout the body
(Refs. 21; 22, pp. 65-66; 42).
Essentially no inspired HTO is exhaled because
the ubiquitous H2 0 competes for evaporation from lung surfaces with the
extremely low molar concentration of HTO.
Thus, the body water concentration
for a 1-Bq intake becomes:
C=

Bq

= 0.0238 Bq/L
-

(12)

2.
The concentration in Equation 12 will be found in urine excreted
within a few hours after intake. Thus a urine sample should be taken at the
end of the workday when HTO exposure is known or suspected.
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3.
Multiplying Equation 12 by Equation 11 gives the single-intake dose
commitment:
D50 (new ICRP) = 0.0238 x 7.8 x 10-10
= 1.85 x 10-11 Sv/Bq intake

(13)

4.
Since the total uptake (including skin absorption) is 1.5 times that
inhaled under the new ICRP-30, the equation for inhalation (corrected for
additional HTO absorbed through skin) becomes:
Dso (new ICRP) = 1.5 x 1.85 x 10-11
= 2.8 x 10-11 Sv/Bq inhaled

(14)

The value in Equation 13 is in fair agreement with the 1.7 x 10-11 in
Eckerman et al. (Ref. 43) as derived from ICRP-30 methods (Ref. 22) within
numerical rounding errors. The user should note that, in the ICRP-30 Supplement (Ref. 44), the same values of committed dose equivalent in soft tissue,
1.7 x 10-11 Sv/Bq, are given for both oral and inhalation intakes. These are
to be considered the total intakes. In the case of persons exposed to HTO in
air, a quantity equal to that breathed in would be assumed to be taken into
the body through exposed skin under the earlier ICRP recommendations (Ref. 29),
whereas later data and ICRP-30 assume the dose to be increased by only a
factor of 1.5 to account for skin absorption.
The single intake concentration and dose values are summarized as follows:
1.

Dose conversion (Sv/Bq) = 1.73 x 10-11

(15)

This conversion derives from the fact that an annual limit of intake (ALI)
of 2.9 x 109 Bq/year is calculated to produce 0.05 Sv (5 rem).
2.

In earlier units, using Q = 1.7,

Dose conversion (rem/mCi)
= 1.73 x 10-11 x 100 rem/Sv x 3.7 x 101 Bq/mCi x 1.7

(16)

= 0.11 rem/mCi intake
(This value is close to the 1.25 x 10-1 rem/pCi obtained by Dunning et al.
(Ref. 42).)
3.
With return to averaging dose over body water and using the earlier
ICRP effective half-life of 12 days, this conversion would be
rem/mCi (1959) = 0.11 x 63
43

12 = 0.193
10

(17)

Thus, for example, the earlier ICRP recommendations (Ref. 29), which are
still the basis for current regulatory concentration limits, are consistent
with a dose of about 1 rem per 5 mCi of intake. This means that, for exposure
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in air, equal skin and inhalation intake would yield a 10-mCi total intake
giving a total dose commitment of 2 rem if 5 mCi were inhaled. For 1/3 intake
through skin, 5 mCi inhaled would correspond to a 7.5-mCi intake, giving a
dose commitment of 1.5 rem. For radiation protection purposes, the earlier
ICRP recommendations still provide the more conservative (safer) estimates of
internal dose among the several methods of calculation that have been proposed
(Ref. 45).
5.3

Dose and Intake Calculations for Elemental
5.3.1

Summary of Dose Information for

3 H2

3 H2

Gas

Gas

Although, as discussed later in the section, elemental tritium in the air
inspired into the lung may have much lower radiobiological significance than
the dose calculated at the lung surface would indicate, ICRP recommends controlling tritium gas exposure in the following way:
DAC (Submersion)

for Elemental Tritium*

Exposure to elemental tritium in air during any year is limited by
consideration of stochastic effects in the lung as follows
Wlung Hlung JC(t)dt

•

0.05 Sv

(3.4)

where wlung is the weighting factor for lung given in Table 2.1, Chapter 2;
Hlung (in Sv m3 Bq-

1

h- 1 ) is the dose-equivalent rate to lung from

exposure to unit concentration of tritium in air (i.e.,

1 Bq m-3 );

C(t)(in Bq m- 3 ) is the concentration of elemental tritium in air at
any time t and the limits on integration are over a working year.
For convenience, the Commission** recommends a value
elemental tritium which is 1/2000th of the greatest value
satisfies relationship (3.4). A worker may be exposed to
of elemental tritium in air greater than the DAC provided
conditions in relationship (3.4) are satisfied.

of DAC for
of fC(t)dt that
concentrations
that the

With a specific effective energy taken as 5.7 x 10-6 MeV/g per transformation, the ICRP calculates a dose equivalent rate in lung per unit concentration of elemental tritium in air of 9.9 x 10-15 Sv-m 3 /Bq-hour.
This value is
equivalent to
9.9 x 10-1 5

=

Sv

h - Bq/m

rem

x

x

Sv

x 106 mL

pCi

MU

3.66 x 10-2 (rem/hour)/(pCi/mL),

*Quoted from ICRP-30 (Ref. 22, p. 10).
**The reader should note here that Commission in this quotation denotes the
ICRP, not the NRC.
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(18)

for
a Q of 1.
:=0.12, the ICRP obtains a weighted committed dose
equivalent
rate For
in w
luHNgper
unit-concentration of elemental tritium in air of
3
1.2 x 10-1s Sv-m /Bq-hour.
The concentration of 3 H2 gas that would give an
exposure by submersion exceeding regulatory limits (Ref. 3) if inhaled by a
worker for 40 hours per week for 13 weeks is 2 x 10-3 pCi/mL. (If a portion
of this gas were HTO, the corresponding limit (Refs. 3, 29) for that portion
would be 5 x 10-6 pCi/mL.)
At 2 x 10-3 pCi/mL, the dose rate to lung
calculated from Equation 18 would be only 3.66 x 10-2 x 2 x 10-3 = 7.3 x
10-5 rem/hour, or about 0.07 mrem/hour, which is small compared to dose rates
that could deliver appreciable fractions of maximum permissible doses to lung
tissue. Thus, the newer ICRP methods of calculation indicate that present
regulatory concentration limits are very conservatively on the side of safety.
This is justified, however, by the fact that commercial tritium gas often contains 0.5% HTO vapor, and in the event that any tritium released as a gas would
be oxidized to HTO before inhalation by workers, a lower concentration limit
than that for tritium gas would be applicable.
For the elemental gas portion of a tritium exposure (which should be
determined by suitable air monitoring (Ref. 8, p. 11) when quantities in
process exceed those in Table 1), the following information may be helpful in
calculating intake and internal dose from bioassay data.
Anderson and Langham (Ref. 46) reached the following conclusions from
their studies of physiological kinetics and effects of tritium gas and
tritiated water:
1. The hazard from the exposure to tritium gas was at least 1,000 times
less than that from tritiated water;
2.
The greatest exposure hazard from tritium gas would result from its
conversion to its oxide prior to intake;
3.
The beta dose rate to the 1-pm respiratory surface of lung is largely
ineffective, as indicated by the fact that 135,000 calculated rems to the lung
surfaces in mice produced no histological evidence of damage;
4.
The contributions to whole body dose from dissolved tritium gas in
body fluids and from tritium biologically oxidized to HTO are about equal;
5.
The doses from bremsstrahlung and auto-oxidation of tritium by its
own radiation field can be neglected.
The hazard from exposure to even larger amounts of pure tritium gas was
not judged to be a lethal one (Ref. 5). A 10-second exposure to pure tritium
gas (2.6 Ci/mL) would result in a dose of only about 6 rems.
(At the breathing
rate of 20 L/min of reference man under light activity (Ref. 41), the 10-second
exposure would amount to about (10/60) min x 20,000 mLlmin x 2.6 Ci/mL = 8,700 Ci
breathed in. However, such an exposure could be lethal if only a small fraction
(perhaps 0.1%) were converted to HTO before inhalation.
It was also calculated (Ref. 5) that, if the air in a room were 10%
tritium gas, a 10-minute exposure would result in a dose of about 40 rems.
(In a small laboratory with a volume of 150 to 300 M3 , a 10% tritium atmosphere
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would correspond to a release of 4 to 8 x 10i Ci.

The 10-minute exposure would

amount to an inhalation of 0.1 x 20 L/min x 10 min x 2.6 x 103 Ci of T2 per
liter = 52,000 Ci of T 2 gas.)
The above estimates of intake may be compared with the data of Pinson and
Anderson (Ref. 47), which show that a man breathing an atmosphere containing
9 pCi/mL of tritium as HT for 100 minutes reached a urinary level of 14 pCi/L.
Using the ICRP values (Refs. 7, 35) of 35 pCi/L in urine corresponding to
0.25 rem dose commitment from HTO, the experimenter inhaled a quantity of
9 pCi/mL x 1000 x 20 L/min x 100 min = 18 Ci of HT gas,
and the HTO produced by biological oxidation of 0.003 to 0.004% (Refs.
of this HT gas in the body produced a dose commitment of

21, 47)

14
14 x 0.25 rem = 0.1 rem
Therefore, the inhalation of 52,000 curies of tritium gas, as postulated
in the above example, would give, for Q = 1.7, a dose commitment of
52,000 x 0.1 rem = 290 rems
18
It is probable that, for most persons, this dose spread out over the
effective lifetime of HTO in the body would not lead to lethality.
Even the 10-second exposure to pure tritium gas involved an inhalation of
8700 curies.
Using Pinson and Anderson's results and ICRP values, this
quantity inhaled should give a dose commitment of
8700

x 0.1 rem = 48 rems

in good agreement with the 40 rems estimate of Anderson and Langham (Refs. 5,
46). These quantities (and resulting doses) of HTO in the body resulting from
inhalation by man of tritium gas are also consistent with the data of Pinson
and Langham (Ref. 48).
Thus, using data for man from Pinson and Langham, a
dose to body water calculated from HTO in urine may be interpreted in terms of
tritium gas inhaled (if other data ensure no HTO was present during inhalation)
by multiplying the dose commitment in rem by 18/0.1 = 180 to obtain the total
amount of tritium gas inhaled in curies.
However, to obtain the total dose,
the dose from dissolved tritium gas should be calculated as shown below and
added to the dose calculated from HTO in urine.
5.3.2

Calculation of Dose Contribution from Dissolved Tritium Gas

The solubility of H2 in water is 1.91 mL/100 g at 25°C or 1.89 mL/100 g
at 50 0 C (Ref. 49).
Using 1.90 mL/100 g at body temperature and a specific
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activity of 2.6 curies T2 * per milliliter of pure gas at a pressure of
1 atmosphere, the solubility in body water under equilibrium conditions
becomes 0.0494 Ci/g. Thus, the concentration per unit volume, relative to
that in pure gas in equilibrium with water, would be about
0.0494 Ci/mL water
2.6 Ci/mL

= 0.019

at 25 0 C, or slightly less at body temperature.
This is in fair agreement with
the estimate of 1.65% concentration (Ref. 46) in body tissues relative to
concentration of tritium in air. The rate of dissolution of tritium in blood
in equilibrium with inspired air may be assumed to follow a 4-minute half-time
of uptake (Ref. 50), so approximate equilibrium would be reached within 10 to
20 minutes after exposure to a constant concentration, or the concentration in
blood will remain lower than equilibrium concentrations for short exposure
times.
Solubilities for H2 gas are assumed sufficiently accurate to use for
HT or T2 gas for dose estimation purposes (Ref. 51).
The dose rate in blood (or body water) at equilibrium with a constant
pressure of 1 atm T2 is
0.0494 Ci/g x 3.7 x 1010 d/sec-Ci x 0.0057 MeV/d x 1.6 x 10-6 erg/MeV
= 17 ergs/g-sec
= 0.17 rad/sec
For a concentration of 9 pCi/mL in inspired air, as in the experiment of
Pinson and Anderson (Ref. 47), the equilibrium exposure rate would be proportional to the partial pressure of tritium gas. Thus the dose rate from dissolved HT during the 100-minute exposure period would be approximately:
(½ x 0.17 rad/sec for HT) x 9X 10-6 Ci/mL
½ x 2.6 CiNmL
-

5.8 x 10-7 rad/sec,

or 3.5 x 10-5 rad/min
Thus, during the duration of the 100-minute inhalation experiment (Ref. 47),
18 curies of HT were inhaled, delivering a calculated dose to blood of about
3.5 x 10-5 x 100 = 0.0035 rad (1.7 x 0.0035 = 0.006 rem) and a dose commitment
*At 1 atmosphere, the number of T atoms per milliliter is
N= 2 x 6.023 x 1023
22,400 mL

-

5.38 x

A = XN/3.7 x 1010 =

1019

, and the activity is

0.693
12.3 x 365 x 24 x 3600

=

5.38 x 1019
3.7 x 1010

2.6 Ci/mL (1.3 for HT)
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(measured from bioassay samples) from the HTO formed by biological oxidation
of about 0.1 rem, as obtained above. By comparison, the dose to the lung
during this 100-minute inhalation period would be, by present ICRP methods as
in Equation 18 but with Q = 1.7,
3.66 x 10-2 (rem/hr)/(pCi/mL)

x 9 pCi/mL x 1.7 x (100/60) hr = 0.93 rem

Using ICRP weighting factors (Ref. 22, p.6), this exposure would give a total
weighted dose equivalent of 0.006 + 0.1 + 0.12(0.93) = 0.22 rem. This calculation does not take into account tritium compartments resulting from tritiation
of organic molecules in vivo or absorbed tritium gas that does not leave the
system once the tritium concentration in inspired air is reduced, but the dose
from these compartments is expected to be very small.
The review by Till et al.
(Ref. 6) supports the suggestions by Rohwer and the NCRP (Refs. 21, 23) that
the dose to organic compartments can be adequately accounted for by multiplying
the dose from HTO by a factor of 1.2.
Thus, the internal dose from exposure to HT or T2 gas would be 5,000 to
10,000 times lower than the internal dose from exposure to the same integrated
air activity of HTO.
For exposure times of 1 minute or less (typical of single
releases in the laboratory), relative doses from tritium gas will be even lower
as a result of the finite time required for diffusion of the gas into the blood
(Ref. 50) compared to the instantaneous absorption of inhaled HTO (Ref. 6).
5.4

Doses and Intakes of Tritium Compounds (Other than Nucleic Acid Precursors)

Although the doses and effects from tritium compounds are more complex to
investigate or predict than for tritiated water, many studies have surprisingly
indicated that these compounds are usually not much more toxic than tritiated
water and are often considerably less radiotoxic as a result of more rapid
elimination from the body (Ref. 5). Tritiated corticosteroids were found on
the basis of estimated organ doses to be 30 times less radiotoxic than tritiated
water (Ref. 52). Tritiated folic acid was estimated to be twice as toxic as
tritiated water based on results from the administration of these compounds to
rats (Ref. 53).
Shaw, in a private communication quoted in Vennart (Ref. 54,
p. 429), has indicated that injections of the tritiated sex hormones oestradiol
and testosterone result in smaller doses in all organs of the rats than those
from equal injections of tritiated water. There is also an absence of appreciable
hematologic changes in patients after intravenous doses of 10 curies of tritiated
tetrasodium 2-methyl-1,4-naphthaquinol diphosphate (Refs. 5, 55).
A 10-curie
dose of tritiated water would have been expected to deliver about 1,000 rem to
the bone marrow and would probably have exceeded the more chronic tritium exposures that Seelentag (Ref. 14) considered the primary causes of death in two cases.
Since tritiated water is the major catabolic product of most of the labeled
compounds that enter the body (Ref. 34), exposures of workers to these compounds
may be monitored by bioassay of urine with the likelihood that a major part of
the dose may be interpreted as dose from HTO.
This practice has been used in
laboratories (Ref. 56) where employees are exposed to higher levels of tritium
during production of these tritiated compounds. The additional factor of 1.2
may be used to account for the dose to organic compartments (Refs. 6, pp. 38-41;
57; 58). Since tritiated compounds are generally less volatile than HTO and
less easily absorbed through the skin, it seems reasonable for purposes of
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establishing criteria for bioassay programs to assume that the relative radiotoxicity of tritiated organic compounds is about the same as that for HTO; the
actual hazard for a given quantity in process may often be much less.
5.5

Doses and Intakes from Tritiated Compounds Concentrating in Cell Nuclei

In Section 4, some background information was given to show how tritiated
DNA precursors and other compounds that concentrate in cell nuclei may be considered in about the same overall hazard category as HTO and may be approximately evaluated from measurements of HTO in urine.
This section reviews some
information and references that may be useful in dose and intake evaluations
for exposure to these special compounds.
A number of authors had earlier suggested that compounds such as tritiated
thymine, thymidine, or other nucleotide precursors that would tend to concentrate in the DNA of cells might deliver far greater doses than tritiated water
and present a far greater hazard per millicurie of intake by persons working
with these compounds (Refs. 59-65), although recent NCRP reports (Refs. 21, 23)
indicate that the overall risks from working with these compounds is probably
not greater than those from working with HTO.
Barber (Ref. 64) deduced that the
maximum permissible concentration (MPC) for tritiated thymidine should be about
10-4 to 10-5 times the MPC for tritiated water, but this result was derived
from calculations of an assumed maximum number of permitted disintegrations in
the cells of a human composed completely of cell nuclei using Dewey and coworkers'
(Ref. 66) negative finding that 30 disintegrations per cell from tritiated
thymidine did not significantly increase chromosomal aberration frequencies.
Berry et al. (Ref. 61) suggested that, based on cell survival studies,
tritiated thymidine should be regarded as a material of moderately high toxicity comparable to 1-131; this suggestion would place tritiated thymidine in a
category requiring about 1,000 times the protection factors applicable to HTO
(Ref. 9).
Guild (Ref.

65) calculated that tritiated thymidine can deliver doses
to
the chromosomes from 50 to 50,000 times those delivered by an equal activity
of tritiated water; however, Dewey et al. (Ref. 67) suggest that the effectiveness for breaking chromosomes is about the same for thymidine incorporated
into DNA as for tritiated water or cobalt-60 gamma radiation. Also, 1,700
tritium disintegrations originating in DNA were required to produce one visible
chromosome aberration (Ref. 66).
Lambert (Ref. 68), based on a review of previous literature as well as his
own experiments (Refs. 68-70), concludes that the maximum permissible annual
intake of tritiated thymidine is about 20 mCi.
This intake of 20 mCi may be
compared with the annual intake of 25 mCi of HTO that would give a dose commitment of 5 rems (integrating the intake by standard man breathing at MPC for one
year (Ref. 29)).
Wade and Shaw (Ref. 62) have shown that 24 hours after stomach intubation
of 1 pCi quantities of tritiated thymidine, the average total body activity was
51% of the ingested activity and the nonvolatile activity was only 8% of the
ingested activity. After subcutaneous injection, several times more activity
was retained in spleen, testes, and small intestine, relative to retention
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after oral ingestion over days 1, 2, 4, and 8; about the same relative retention for injection as for ingestion was obtained for liver, kidney, and muscle.
The nonvolatile activity was assumed to be retained mostly in the cell nuclei
of these tissues as reported by others (Refs. 71-75).
Assuming that nonvolatile
activity was dispersed through all cell nuclei, Wade and Shaw (Ref. 62) calculated
the maximum dose to nuclei from their data to be the dose to nuclei of liver,
which reached about 0.2 rad per microcurie of ingested tritiated thymidine.
Scaled up to the body weight of standard man, this would be 0.2 rad per 2.8 mCi
ingested; for comparison, the calculated dose to body water from ingesting 2.8 mCi.
of HTO would be 0.28 rad -- slightly higher than the dose to nuclei from tritiated
thymidine assuming all of the nonvolatile tritium is taken up in all cell
nuclei of liver.
Then, arbitrarily assuming that only 5% of liver cells actually contain
the observed quantity of nonvolatile tritium and adopting the conclusion of
Bond and Feinendegen (Ref. 76) that the RBE of intranuclear tritium is probably
close to one, Wade and Shaw (Ref. 62) calculated a dose equivalent to nuclei of
1.25 rem per 1 mCi of tritiated thymidine ingested. They then compared this
tritiated thymidine dose to a stated dose of 1.25 rem per 20 mCi of HTO ingested
and concluded that "...tritiated thymidine is more hazardous as an internal
emitter than tritiated inorganic molecules such as water or hydrogen gas by at
least a factor of 20." However, if the intake of HTO required to give 1.25 rems
is calculated from ICRP data (Refs. 7, 29) but with Q equal to 1 and 100% uptake
of HTO, the comparable dose of HTO becomes 12.4 mCi to give 1.25 rems -- not 20
as given by Wade and Shaw (Ref. 62). Moreover, the assumption that only 5% of
the nuclei contain the tritium amounts to a proportionate reduction of the
number of cells at risk in the "critical" tissue. Bond, Feinendegen, and
coworkers (Refs. 76, 77), as well as Lambert (Ref. 68), cite evidence that
somatic risk may be estimated on the basis of average dose to cell nuclei, or
the product of average dose to cells at risk times the number of cells at risk.
Thus, if the dose calculated by Wade and Shaw were averaged over all cell
nuclei or, equivalently, the fractional number of cells at risk were taken into
account by an appropriate weighting factor, the number of millicuries of ingested
tritiated thymidine to produce a dose equivalent of 1.25 rems for somatic risk
evaluation purposes would be increased to 20 mCi, and the relative "radiotoxicity"
of tritiated thymidine would actually be less than that of tritiated water.
Lambert found that tritiated thymidine was only 3 times as effective as
HTO per microcurie, even when it was injected intraperitoneally, for decreasing
the production of primary resting spermatocytes in mouse testes (Refs. 68, 69).
In the same set of experiments, the mice were also subjected to whole body
irradiation and irradiation of testes alone, with little difference in effect.
Also, 50 kVp (1.2 mm Al HVL) x-rays were as effective as 200 kVp x-rays (about
12 mm Al HVL).
When the dose rate of 200 kVp x-rays was decreased at the same
rate as that from HTO, the effect of 30 rads of x-radiation was equivalent to
that from 20 pCi injected per gram of body weight. The RBEs obtained in these
experiments ranged from 1.3 to 2.4. The calculated initial dose rate from
20 pCi/g body weight would be 20 x 3.6 rems/week* = 72 rems/week. For a
*Obtained using the ICRP values (Refs. 7, 29) that 1.2 mCi/43,000 g of body
water yields a dose rate of 100 mrem/week or, for a single intake, yields a
dose commitment of 100 mrems x 1.44 x 10/7 = 205 mrems using the ICRP-10 values
for biological half-life (Ref. 7).
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biological half-life in the mouse of 2 days, this would amount to a dose during
the 72-hour experiment of

7

Dose (72 hours) =

=

72 rems/week
fs 168 hr/week
72 x

48

-0.693t/2x 2 4dt

[e-0.693(0)/2 _ e-0.693(72)/48]

x60 .6 93 [-e

= 19 rems (19/1.7 = 11 rads)
The dose during the earlier 19-hour period, when perhaps the spermatogonial cells are in more sensitive stages, would be even lower when averaged
over body water.
Lambert (Ref. 69) obtained his doses to cell nuclei from
track autoradiographs, correcting to dose in rads absorbed within the nuclear
volume, which indicates for tritiated water that spermatagonial cell nuclei
receive the same dose from tritiated water as calculated from the average dose
to body water.
(The calculated dose above, based on an assumed 2-day biological half-life in the mouse, gives an RBE = 30 rads/11 = 2.7, close to the
higher value given by Lambert.)
Although the absorbed tritiated thymidine was contained mostly in cell
nuclei (Ref. 69), only a small fraction of the administered thymidine reached
cell nuclei, so that the relative dose to nuclei per administered microcurie
was such that cell effects per unit administered dose were only about 3 times
greater for tritiated thymidine than for tritiated HTO.
Thus the ratio of the radiotoxicity of tritiated thymidine to that of HTO
would be only 3 from these experiments, regardless of RBE or calculated doses
to cell nuclei.* Furthermore, although the spermatogonia are particularly
sensitive to radiation and responses may be observed for calculated doses as
low as about 2 rads from tritium (Ref. 77), these rapidly proliferating cells
would perhaps also be more capable of recovery and can sustain considerable
depletion without loss of ability to survive or regenerate to full capacity
(Refs. 68, 69).
In another set of experiments, Lambert and Clifton (Ref. 70) studied the
ingestion of tritiated thymidine in rats and concluded that tritiated thymidine
administered by ingestion gave the highest dose to bone marrow cells, about
34 times the dose given by tritiated water. Thus, proper laboratory practice
should include procedures and equipment that preclude ingestion by persons
working with these materials.
In a further set of experiments studying the effects on production of
resting primary spermatocytes, Lambert (Ref. 68) shows that, although highspecific-activity tritiated thymidine exhibits the greatest (spermatogonial)
*In a later paper, Lambert (Ref. 68) states that the relative radiation doses
averaged over the testes were in the ratio of 1.5 to 1 for tritiated thymidine
compared to tritiated water; for the relative doses to the cell nuclei (of
spermatogonia), the corresponding ratio was 6.4 to 1.
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cell-killing effect per injected microcurie among the several organic compounds
studied, the concept of average dose to the mouse testes could be used within a
factor of five to estimate the hazard from the compounds studied: tritiated
thymidine, uridine, methionine, and HTO.
His main conclusion from these and
previous experiments is that "...to a first approximation, there is no great
difference in cell-killing effects during 90 hours exposure between the compounds
studied relative to injected activity." He also reviews previous work of others
and indicates that although earlier papers "indicated that tritiated thymidine
should be considered several orders of magnitude more toxic to mammalian cell
systems than tritiated water... later work has disproved this concept...,"
and yet, "...there are still reports published suggesting that, on the basis of
dose calculation, tritiated thymidine should be considered an extremely hazardous
material." Thus, Lambert concludes, both from literature review and his own
experiments, that tritiated thymidine is not more than five times as toxic per
injected microcurie as other tritiated compounds or HTO.
Feinendegen and Bond (Ref. 78) have updated their review (Ref. 76) of the
effects of tritium incorporated in DNA, cell nuclei, and other cell components
and conclude, consistent with their earlier evaluation, that cell-killing effects
can be explained on the basis of the average radiation dose delivered to the
cell nucleus.
The effect of transmutation of H-3 to He-3 after incorporation
of tritiated thymidine or cytosine into cell nuclei was estimated to be much
lower than the ionization effect from beta decay and is not easily observed.
Recoil effects of tritium atoms decaying when bound to DNA are also deemed to
be negligible (Ref. 23, p. 116).
Tritium bound within the DNA of E. Coli was more effective in cell killing
than that bound within the protein around the DNA core. Also, tritium decaying
in DNA ( 3 H-thymidine) was about twice as effective in reducing survival of
Chinese
hamster fibroblasts as tritium incorporated in ribonucleic acid (RNA)
( 3 H-uridine).
The effectiveness of beta decay was sometimes found to depend
on the position of the tritium atom in the pyrimidine ring (Ref. 78).
Tritium
in the 5 position, but not in the 6 position, of cytosine was found effective
in mutation induction in E. Coli and bacteriophage.
Tritiated uridine was more effective in inducing mutations in E. Coli at
low temperatures (arginine reversion) and in Drosophila, when H-3 was incorporated in the 5 rather than the 6 position. The mutation probability in
E. Coli for the 6-to-5 position change rose from 0.28 x 10-8 per decay per
cell beyond the value of 0.67 x 10-8 for tritium-methyl-thymidine in DNA.
Since there was no significant difference in lethal effects of the two
uridines, the 5 position effectiveness was in this case attributed to a
transmutation effect in the 5% to 6% of the uracil that was converted to
cytosine and incorporated into the DNA of the nucleus. However, except for the
intake of tritiated precursors that specifically introduce 3 H-5-cytosine,
3 H-6-thymidine,
or 3 H-2-adenine into DNA, it seems that hazards may be estimated
purely on the basis of absorbed beta dose (Ref. 23, p. 101).
In a review of the relative toxicity and permissible concentrations of
tritium and its compounds, Osborne (Ref. 38) has summarized the evidence explaining
why, although some of the tritium from HTO or other compounds may concentrate
in DNA or other cell molecules, the net effect of the exposure has never been
observed to be more than about 3 times that expected from a calculation of dose
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to body water from an equivalent activity of HTO. Osborne (Ref. 38) suggests,
for example, that although folic acid and tritiated thymidine may give three
times the dose to cell nuclei as the same intake to blood of tritiated water
(as shown by Vennart in Reference 54), the spatial concentration of that tritium
absorbed into cell nuclei is offset by catabolism of most of the tritiated
compound before incorporation into nuclei.
Moreover, seven-eighths of ingested
thymidine would be catabolized in the gut, and additional catabolism of tritiated
DNA precursors would take place in tissue before they could be incorporated
into cell nuclei.
After intravenous injection of tritiated thymidine at a level of I pCi/g
body'weight (the minimum showing effects on bone marrow cell turnover rates
with no marrow cell depletion in Sprague-Dawley rats), autoradiographic and
radiochemical analyses showed that 27% of nucleated cells were labeled; the
average calculated dose to the nuclei of labeled cells over the effective time
until cell killing was 6 rads (Ref. 76). The dose averaged over all nuclei of
the nucleated cells was about 1.5 rads. This may be compared to an average
dose of about 0.3 rad to all body water (and nuclei as well) if 1 PCi/g were
injected as HTO. Thus the average dose to cell nuclei from injected tritiated
thymidine was only about 5 times the average dose to body water (and also approximately to cell nuclei) that would have been delivered from the same injected
activity of HTO.
Bond and Feinendegen (Ref. 76) compare (from these experiments)
a maximum dose of 25 to 35 rads to the most highly labeled cell nuclei (young
megakaryocytes) with the 46 rads to marrow of mice that would produce definite
changes in the DNA content of marrow (Ref. 79).
However, the mouse marrow
endpoint seems more severe than that of Bond and Feinendegen, and the species
is different.
In a later review by Cronkite, Robertson, and Feinendegen (Ref.
authors again confirm earlier conclusions (Ref. 76) as follows:

77), the

1.
The absorbed dose concept holds down to the order of 10-11 grams
or less, and somatic effects can be predicted on this basis.
2.
The distribution of tritium atoms incorporated into DNA as tritiated
thymidine (and ion pairs from the beta particles) are randomly distributed
as far as dose calculations for the purpose of predicting somatic effects
are concerned.
3.
Every part of the cell nucleus lies within one tritium beta range
of some part of a chromatid, and the nucleus contains no sizable contiguous
insensitive volume of a radius exceeding the effective range of tritium
betas (1 to 2 pm).
4.
The origin of tritium beta tracks in, or their close juxtaposition
to, the DNA molecule does not appear to enhance the degree of somatic effects.
In this later review, data available on the various types of somatic and
genetic effects as produced by HTO and tritiated thymidine are again summarized
and seem to indicate that doses to cell nuclei from the tritium beta particles,
whether or not they originate from tritium atoms within DNA, can account for
the effects produced. Also, the dosage from beta particles originating from
DNA tritium does not seem to be more than about 5 times as effective as the
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same dose delivered by tritium atoms distributed in HTO within body water (and
the water of the cell protoplasm and nucleus).
The review cited Johnson and Cronkite's study (Ref. 80) in which mice
(Swiss Albino) injected with 1 and 5 pCi tritiated thymidine per gram of body
weight at 6 to 12 weeks of age showed no significant difference in tumor
incidence compared to that for unirradiated controls or controls given
400 roentgens of whole body gamma radiation. (Of course, considering the
number of animals used in these experiments, detection of small changes in
incidence would not be expected.)
The review again indicates that tritiated thymidine is almost surely not
more than 10 times as radiotoxic as tritiated water per injected microcurie
for various biological endpoints in animals, including acute and chronic
somatic effects, as well as for cytogenetic effects. The relative radiotoxicity might even be lower for ingestion, inhalation, or absorption through
skin than for injection. Thus, although the conditions of exposure and the
nature of the tritiated nucleotide involved are important in determining dose
and risk, for radiation protection purposes, it would be safe to assume, under
unknown conditions, that the weighted dose equivalent commitment was not more
than 10 times and probably not more than 3 times that calculated for the whole
body HTO dose commitment from measurements of HTO in urine.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

When compared on the bas'is of equal microcurie intakes under occupational
exposure conditions, tritiated thymidine may be assumed to be not more than a
factor of 10 more radiotoxic than tritiated water. Other tritiated organic
compounds may be assumed to be about the same as tritiated water in relative
radiotoxicity for purposes of hazard evaluation and establishing good safety
practices. Actual relative radiotoxicities will depend on the type and form
of compound taken into the body, the age of the exposed individual, and the
biological endpoint considered. However, some earlier expectations of a much
higher effectiveness of tritiated DNA precursors relative to HTO are not borne
out by experimental results. Effects of concentration on DNA precursors are
not as high as originally supposed, and transmutation and recoil effects have
been judged by the NCRP to be unimportant. Furthermore, catabolism of DNA
precursors and other organic compounds after normal modes of entry into the
body, rapid turnover of tritium incorporated in DNA with each cell division,
repair mechanisms, and other factors tend to compensate for the higher nuclear
concentration of that portion of tritiated DNA precursors that reach cells
during DNA synthesis. Guidance on the calculation of doses from tritium
concentrated in cell nuclei is available in the recent NCRP review (Ref. 23).
Good radiation safety practice and design should always provide adequate additional safety factors to allow for uncertainties in these assumptions regarding
the ranges of relative radiotoxicities.
In the case of elemental tritium gas, doses may be calculated to lung and
soft tissue as indicated in this report only when auxiliary measurements or
survey data either ensure that no HTO is present or ascertain the exact
proportion of HTO in the exposure so that it can be properly accounted for in
estimating doses and intakes. Table 3 summarizes information useful in
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estimating doses and intakes from bioassay data on tritium. Reference 81 also
provides methods of calculating internal doses from intakes of tritium.
Guidance on management, quality control, and recordkeeping in bioassay
programs is available from ANSI (Ref. 82) and NCRP (Ref. 83).
Procedures for
radiometric and radiochemical measurements and data evaluation are abundant in
the literature (Refs. 84-91).
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Table 3
TRITIUM DOSE AND INTAKE CALCULATIONS FROM BIOASSAY DATA

Annual

Form
HTO

Max. Doses
Commitment per
Inhaled
Microcurie
0.0004 rem/pCic

8

Max. Dose
Commitment per
Ingested
Microcurie

10 CFR Part 20
Occupational
MPCa
MPCw
6

0.0002 rem/pCi

5x10-

(Equation 17)

(S and I)

ijCi/mL

0.1 pCl/mL

ICRP-30

Limit of Intake by Inhalation or
Ingestion
9

3x1O Bq a

2x10- 8 rem/pCi
(to body water)
+ 6.2x10- 9 rem/pCi
(weighted dose
equivalent to lung)
(also account for
presence of HTO,
if any)

Nucleic
Acid
Precursors

Probably (0.00024
rem/pCi weighted
equivalent (evaluate actual retention if urine
>50 pCi/L)

Probably <0.00024
rem/pCi weighted
equivalent (evaluate actual retention if urine
>50 pCi/L)

Other

Probably <0.00024

......

Compounds

rem/pCi weighted

S...
%.n

2x10-3 pCi/mL
(submersion)

--

....

DAC
8x10 5 Bq/m 3

inhalation

(2.16x10- 5
pCi/mL inhalation, corrected
for skin
absorption

4.8x101 3 Bq e
(1.3x10 3 Ci)

2x10 10 Bq/m
(0.54 pCi/mL)
(submersion)

(0.081 Ci)

oral or

Gas
(Elemental)

Single Intake To Give 1-rem Dose
Commitment aed Initial Urine
Concentration

3

0.020 Ci (see -Refs. 68, 72)
(reduce to 1/50
for injection)
(see also
Ref. 22,
pp. 14-15,
pp. 65-67)
<0.030 Ci
(treat as HTO
+ 20% dose to
organic compartments)

5 mCi intake per rem; urine con-

Probably not less than 4 mCi intake
by inhalation or ingestion to give
1 rem weighted dose equivalent,
yielding at least about 100 pCi/L
HTO at 1 hour (see Ref. 22, p. 66)

--

aICRP-2 methods of calculation are used here for reasons given in Section 5.3 with Q = 1.7.
bBased on 43 kg of body water (ICRP-2) and a biological half-life of 12 days. Reference man now has a biological half-life of 10 days. This would
yield a urine concentration of 116 exp(-0.693 x 14/10) = 44 pCi/L at 2 weeks.
A concentration of 28 pCi/L delivers a dose rate of 100 mrem per
week to 43 kg of body water for Q = 1.7.
CThe new ICRP-30 assumption of only 50% additional absorption through skin would make this value 0.0003 rem/pCi.
dThis value would be 0.025 Ci by the ICRP-2 (1959)

S..

centrations are 116 pCi/L at 1 hour'

methods of calculation.

eThis value was calculated by multiplying the DAC in ICRP-30 by 2.4 x 103 M3 air breathed per year. The single-intake dose was then multiplied by
Q = 1.7. However, note that, in Section 5.4, a man who inhaled 18 Ci of tritium gas received a dose of 0.1 rem to body water from HTO plus an
additional dose estimated as 0.006 rem from tritium gas dissolved in body fluids (using Q = 1.7) and a weighted dose equivalent of 0.12 x 0.93 to
the lungs. On this basis, the estimated dose commitment from inhaling 1 pCi of 3 H2 could be 0.22 rem/18 x 106 pCi = 1.2 x 10-e rem/pCi.
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Abstract
This report summarizes information and references used in developing
regulatory guidance on programs for the bioassay of tritium as well as
information useful in planning and conducting tritium bioassay programs and
evaluating bioassay data. A review of literature on tritium radiobiology
is included to provide a ready source of information useful for estimating
internal doses of tritium and risks for the various tritium compounds and
forms, including elemental (gaseous) tritium. Simplified and conservative
dose conversion factors are derived and tabulated for easy reference in
program planning, safety evaluations, and compliance determinations.
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